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About This Content

Only the host needs to own this DLC.

1-4 Players | Ages 13 & Up

Approximately 60-120 minutes

Pillars of Eternity: Lords of the Eastern Reach is a 1-4 player card game based on Obsidian Entertainment's award-winning and
best-selling Pillars of Eternity computer role-playing game.

The players are lords and ladies who hire troops, recruit heroes, and build defenses to fend off fiendish monsters...and their
fellow players. The limited resources are represented by counters, while the buildings and armies are cards. A number of

resources are drawn each turn and unused resources are passed on to the other players. Players may choose to go on dangerous
adventures or engage in battles against their fellow players.
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Finding this novel was pure luck. I actually just bought it on a whim (and gifted it to a friend) without even looking into it in
further detail (unlike what I usually do when buying a game with my money), just for something during the summer. I didn't
even know there was a minigame feature in the novel. That was how oblivious I was.

My random decision paid off. And now I have a slight temptation to drop a good number of my other visual novels now,
because it was just that good! Now my standards are too high...
At this rate, it looks like the only way I'll feel satisfied is to make my own visual novel. Which will probably take forever, or
never come up at all.

As a visual novel about music, it does very well. There's a lot of symbolism that ties strongly with the story, and among those are
the songs. When you know what exactly are the lyrics to the songs, it really changes how you take it in. It's almost like a spoiler,
to put in a vague way. But in a good sense.
If I had to name a con... there really isn't anything at all. No, it's not because I'm too sleep deficient to remember, but I really
enjoyed it all the way though. Some people said that they may be put off from trying it because of the art style, but I really don't
see why... Really, what even is there that is sexually suggestive? Youth?

So yeah. Go in completely blind. Or as blind as possible. Absolutely worthwhile, and, as of what I could put up with reading,
this easily sits at the top 3 of my list, next to Clannad and Steins;Gate. Anyone willing to change my mind? I'm all ears...

(I've actually have made an arrangement of the opening for Symphonic Rain, and am in the process of making another right
now, as of the time this review is up! I really should practice; it'd be a shame if I can't even play the very things I compose...). It
appears as though this game was made in around 5 minutes. It's a more basic and trashier kid's version of MS paint. DO NOT
BUY IT.. I wasn't sure what to expect when I went into this game, but I was pleasantly surprised by it. It features some beautiful
artwork and a rich storyline, though it does end abruptly and leave on a cliffhanger; more on that in a moment. It's an RTS style,
turn based fantasy game and for the most part, it's balanced. You can use water, air, and land units and the goal is to capture
various command points, including factories and capitals. Depending on what you control depends on how much income you get
per turn and thus what you can buy. There is a unit cap, directly related to how many factories you own, so it keeps the game
from getting insane; more on that in a moment too. Overall, its dark, steampunky themes and dramatic story are quite enjoyable,
but be warned achievement hunters, multiplayer is DEAD.

As for the storyline, it ends abruptly. There are three chapters, each with multiple levels, but it ends just as the game feels like
it's starting to take off. I hope for a sequel, but I'm not so sure if we can expect one or not. From a writer's standpoint, it's well
written up until its end, but it fails to progress further so...not so cool. It would be like picking up a book and only getting a
couple of chapters versus the whole story. I'm one for cliffhangers and making me want to dive into the next bit, but I fear the
next bit isn't going to come (fingers crossed I'm wrong and it does).

The mechanics of the game are fairly easy to learn and the first few missions do in fact teach you about the different types of
units and essentially how to play the game. AKA: The tutorial is worked into the game. That being said, after playing for only a
short bit, I realized a major flaw. A unit can only attack one other unit per turn. You might spend 900 and get a tank, but then I
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can spend 300 and spawn 3 little infantry units. Sure, you blow one up, but by the time you go for the third, I've already
traversed the map and taken your capital. It's easy to win if you spam the enemy with the little guys. The only way I can see as a
correction for this is to cap how many of what unit you can have. So say, you can have a max of 8 but only 3 can be little
infantry dudes. However, this might only be important if the multiplayer was alive.

Multiplayer is dead and I mean DEAD. I managed to get a friend to jump on and help me get the multiplayer achievements, but
there is literally no one playing it. I even posted in the forums, but never heard back from a soul. Not to mention, it looks like no
one has been active there in quite some time. It's unfortunate because I think it could be a nice little game to jump on now and
again. So, keep in mind if your an achievement hunter to have someone in the wings willing and able to play multiplayer with
you. I also don't like how you have to scroll to invite a friend to play with you. Some of us have several friends and it can be
hard and tedious to locate them! A search bar or even a filter of only friends who own the game would be nice...again, would
only really be applicable if multiplayer wasn't so dead.

Pros:
+Lovely, steampunk-fantasy artwork
+Diverse units
+Epic music
+Interesting storyline and well written for what is there
+Great gameplay

Cons:
-Dead Multiplayer
-Storyline cuts off abruptly

Mehs:
~The swarm of punies could be problematic in multiplayer

Overall: 8.5\/10. Please Do not give DLC a bad review due to lack of bass support esp when its a Dcent song pack. Poor hit
detection, overly simplistic, brainless combat, poop and gay jokes, and a Monty Python reference that the game pats itself on the
back for. Just play Castle Crashers and have some actual fun. I spent 99 cents on this and wished I got a can of Arizona Fruit
Punch instead.. It is an interesting idea but the controls are horrible and it gets boring really fast.. goat has had a hard life.
gravity has really had an effect since since the goat escaped.
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i loved the 64 version and i never knew about the ps1 and pc versions so i was shocked to discover this gem

my only wish would be AI multiplayer like they had on the 64, great training that. I loved EU2 and this game is an improvement
on that.. This is a VERY early access game but for what it is it's great. The graphics look really good. I like the small map and
being able to respawn. I'm more of a COD player so while I like playing Onward I'd rather have something with a faster pace
which is why I'm always going back to Raw Data. This game has a ton of potential. The only thing I didn't like was the
movement system because as far as I can tell there is no strafing. You can only move where you're looking. I'd like to see
something closer to Onward. Great job devs and looking forward to updates.. I brought myself to beat this "game."

> Beat in only an hour

> Literally no options menu

> Worst voice acting I've ever heard

> Sloppiest controls I've ever used

One of the worst made games I've ever played. Get this game for someone you really don't like.. This game is good game. You
may think to yourself, "toaster icon, this game looks like not good game" I say to that person no. You are wrong this game is
lightweight it is the welterweight of games. I put it on my laptop I play it for many moons while my mother is sick in hospital
for appendix sickness. It exploded one weekend at first she was like, I feel very sick and we took her to the doctor and the
doctor said she was fine. Then it exploded and she felt better. Then she felt alot worse and so we took her to the hospital. The
hospital didn't have anything good on TV and so I played much Gyromancer. I am fairly proficient now in Gyromancy, I took
the skill. A gay nurse commented to me telling me I looked like a sexy golfer. I am uncomfortable with the feelings I had in that
moment.. It's easy to recommend this game to people who like puzzle games. It's surprisingly simple but effective mechanics,
are used to their fullest; where it's not a matter of just rushing through a level, but in most cases you are using stealth. Where
you are blind, and the only way you ascertain where you are is making or picking up sounds and echoes, represented by white
(or black) light vectors. Sound is very minimalistic due to this, but adds to a somewhat unexpected atmosphere of slight horror.
It's not a long game - I've spent about 2hrs and completed half of the levels, but it's also a fairly meagre price. As an added
incentive, and a bit more replay value, there are hidden "treasures" to find throughout the game, though not on every level.

Minimalist in design, solid in execution, I wholly recommend it.. WHAT IS THIS

WHAT/10
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